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Abstract. We demonstrate our implementation of a continuation method as described in [8] for
solving polynomials systems. Given a sequence of (multi)homogeneous polynomials, the software
multiregeneration outputs the respective (multi)degree in a wide range of cases and partial mul-
tidegree in all others. We use Python for the file processing, while Bertini [2] is needed for the
continuation. Moreover, parallelization options and several strategies for solving structured poly-
nomial systems are available.
1. Introduction
Many problems in science, engineering, and mathematics are formulated as solving polynomial
systems of equations. Homotopy continuation is a technique from the field of applied algebraic
geometry which can be used approximate all isolated complex solutions to a system. The main
idea is to construct a parameterized family of problems, obtain all solutions to a member of this
family, and then use predictor-corrector methods, e.g. Euler-Newton, to track the paths of solutions
as the solved problem deforms to the problem we want to solve. For more details see [1, 12].
1.1. Witness set and regeneration background. A witness set is used to analyze algebraic
varieties and can be computed using homotopy continuation. The witness set of a equidimensional
projective variety X in Pn consists of set of the triple of information (F,L,W ) such that F is a
witness system [8, Def. 1.1] of homogeneous polynomials for X, L is a system of dim(X) general
linear polynomials, and W is the set of points V (L) ∩X. By Bertini’s Theorem, the degree of X
is the cardinality of W .
Regeneration [8, 10] is an intersection approach for solving polynomial systems, which uses
witness sets to keep track of solutions as equations are added one by one. Given an equidimensional
degree d subvariety X in Pn and a degree m hypersurfaceH not containing an irreducible component
of X, by Bezout’s Theorem the intersection X ∩H has a degree bounded from above by d ·m. If H
is defined by a general linear product of m linear forms r1, . . . , rm and X is positive dimensional,
then the degree bound d ·m is always achieved.
When g is a homogeneous degree m polynomial, for t ∈ C the family of polynomials t∏mj=1 rj +
(1− t)g define a family of hypersurfaces of constant degree m. By interpolating between members
of this family, we are able to track a witness collection for X∩V(∏mj=1 rj) to a witness collection for
X∩V(g) using homotopy continuation. One pass of regeneration computes a witness set for X∩V(g)
from a witness set for X ⊂ Pn by going through two main steps, as described in Algorithm 1.1.
Algorithm 1.1 (Regenerating a projective hypersurface intersection).
Input: A witness set (F, L′ ∪ {`}, W ) for the positive equidimensional projective variety X ⊂ Pn
and a degree m homogeneous polynomial g defining a hypersurface V(g) ⊂ Pn not containing any
irreducible component X.
Output: A witness set (F ∪ {g}, L′,W ′) for X ∩ V(g).
Do: For j ∈ [m], track the set of points W to a set of points Wj via the homotopy C × Pn 3
(t,x) 7→ (F (x), L′(x), t`(x) + (1 − t)rj(x)), where rj ∈ C[x] is a general linear polynomial.
Track the set of points ∪mj=1Wj to a set of points W ′ using the homotopy C × Pn 3 (t,x) 7→
(F (x), L′(x), t
∏m
i=1 rj(x) + (1− t)g(x)) to obtain the witness set (F ∪ {g}, L′, W ′) for X ∩ V(g).
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Coupled with a membership test [12, Chapter 15] to determine if a witness points is contained in
V(g), the previous algorithm is iterated to give a method for computing witness sets of intersections
of hypersurfaces. This works because a codimension c irreducible component of V(F )∩V(g) arises
as either an intersection of a codimension c− 1 irreducible of V(F ) not contained in V(g) and the
hypersurface V(g), or an irreducible component of V(F ) contained in V(g).
We focus on computing (multi)degree of nonsingular equidimensional varieties X, but regenera-
tion is also used for the (singular and nonsingular) nonequidimensional case [8, Example 4.12 and
Section 5.1].
1.2. Regenerating a twisted cubic. Consider the twisted cubic in P3 given by the polynomials
(x1x3 − x22, x3x0 − x1x2, x2x0 − x21). The figures below illustrate the regeneration procedure. Re-
generation computes a witness set for a quadratic surface, a reducible quartic curve, and twisted
cubic respectively. The last intersection is determined by evaluations of the last polynomial at the
witness points rather than continuation. See [3, Twisted cubic] for more details on this example.
Like how regeneration is used to compute the degree of a projective variety, multiregeneration
is used to compute the multidegree [11] of a subvariety X of Pn1 × · · · × Pnk . For our purposes it
suffices to think of multidegree as a map Nk≥0 → N≥0 that takes an integer vector e with entries
summing to dim(X) to the number of points of intersection of a certain linear space V (Le) with X
and zero otherwise. Specifically, Le is a set of e1 general linear polynomials in x1, e2 general linear
polynomials in x2, and so on, where xi are the coordinates of Pni .
1.3. Regeneration in P3 × P1 example. Consider the curve X in P3 × P1 given by the ideal
〈x0y0 + x1y1, x1y0 + x2y1, x2y0 + x3y1〉. The multidegree of X is determined in Macaulay2 [6] by
the function multidegree using symbolic computation.
i1 : (n1,n2)=(3,1); R = QQ[x_0..x_n1]**QQ[y_0..y_n2];
i2 : I = ideal(x_0,x_1,x_2,x_3)*ideal(y_0,y_1); -- Irrelevant ideal
i3 : F = ideal(x_0*y_0 + x_1*y_1, x_1*y_0 + x_2*y_1, x_2*y_0 + x_3*y_1);
i4 : multidegree saturate(F,I)
3 2
o4 = T + 3T T
0 0 1
With our software multiregeneration, each coefficient of the multidegree is exhibited by a
witness set. This is called a witness collection for the multidegree in [7]. Our implementation
computes each of these witness sets. The input is described in the next section, but the displayed
output (with some formatting) is reproduced below. The rows containing numbers are in bijection
with the terms of o4. Namely, the row containing numbers (c, e1, e2) is taken to the term c
T
n1
0 T
n2
1
T
e1
0 T
e2
1
.
python multiregeneration.py
| # smooth isolated solutions | # of general linear equations |
| found | added with variables in group |
3 1 0
1 0 1
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2. Implementation features and examples
2.1. High-Throughput Computing Paradigm. It is natural to interpret regeneration as the
exploration of a graph. Just as one can search a graph depth first or breadth first, so can one
perform multiregeneration. The depth first approach prioritizes finding solutions to the system
over solving equation by equation in a breadth first approach. Previous implementations have
taken a breadth first approach, while to our knowledge, we are the first to allow for a depth first
approach, which is useful to get immediate partial feedback on the original system.
The implementation is written in Python and design choices have been made to make use of
High-Throughput Computing (HTC) over High-Performance Computing (HPC). HTC is ideal for
jobs that do not communicate with each other while HPC is better when rapid communication
is needed to perform the computations. For this reason, we only focus on regular solutions to
avoid the communication needed in comparing endpoints of paths for handling higher multiplicity.
Moreover, HTC makes use of many computing resources over long periods of time whereas HPC
make intense use of large amounts of computing resources in relatively short time periods. Since
every endpoint of a completed homotopy is saved as a file with each line giving a coordinate, we
are able to access intermediate results even if the software is running for months. For example, the
command tree prints the current status of completed solutions.
tree run/_completed_smooth_solutions # Output is slightly modified for illustrative purposes.
|------ depth_0 # Terminal tree command displaying software’s results as a graph.
| |----- depth_0_gens_1_dim_2_1_varGroup_1_regenLinear_1_pointId_429439718721_285170369818
| |----- depth_0_gens_1_dim_3_0_varGroup_1_regenLinear_1_pointId_429439718721_494593912469
|----- depth_1
| |----- depth_1_gens_1_1_dim_1_1_varGroup_1_regenLinear_1_pointId_285170369818_258141170677
| |----- depth_1_gens_1_1_dim_2_0_varGroup_1_regenLinear_1_pointId_285170369818_257010786796
| |----- depth_1_gens_1_1_dim_2_0_varGroup_1_regenLinear_1_pointId_494593912469_916362171011
|----- depth_2
|----- depth_2_gens_1_1_1_dim_0_1_varGroup_1_regenLinear_1_pointId_258141170677_929159838948
|----- depth_2_gens_1_1_1_dim_1_0_varGroup_1_regenLinear_1_pointId_257010786796_156506717710
|----- depth_2_gens_1_1_1_dim_1_0_varGroup_1_regenLinear_1_pointId_258141170677_604647130850
|----- depth_2_gens_1_1_1_dim_1_0_varGroup_1_regenLinear_1_pointId_916362171011_957285449047
Remark 2.1. Bertini has its own regeneration option for subvarieties of Pn and Cn in addition to
zero-dimensional subvarieties of a product of projective or affine spaces.
2.2. Input files and features. The software multiregeneration needs four input files to run.
The first input file, inputFile.py, contains the (multi)degree information about each polynomial
of the system to be solved. Furthermore, the user can set options to access additional features,
such as restricting a witness set to a hypersurface, working with the algebraic torus, and returning
specific coefficients of the multidegree.
## The text in inputFile.py to run the twisted cubic example.
degrees = [[2], [2], [2]] # The degrees of the three polynomials.
verbose = 1 # Change to zero to display nothing.
algebraicTorusVariableGroups = [0] # List of variable groups where
# returned solutions have nonzero coordinates
maxProcesses = 1 # Change to N to use N processes in parallel
The remaining files needed to run the software are used to automate calling Bertini during the
multiregeneration. The files are (1) bertiniInput variables to describe the variable groups used
(also allows for the affine case), (2) bertiniInput equations to describe the system of polynomials
to be solved, and (3) bertiniInput trackingOptions to customize the continuation tracker (see
Appendix A in the Bertini user manual).
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# The text in bertiniInput_variables for the twisted cubic example.
# Use variable_group to work with affine coordinates and
# multiple lines to work with several variable groups.
hom_variable_group x_0, x_1, x_2, x_3;
# The text in bertiniInput_equations.
# It follows the same syntax as Bertini.
function f1, f2, f3;
f1 = x_1^2 - x_0*x_2; f2 = x_2^2 - x_1*x_3; f3 = x_0*x_3 - x_1*x_2;
# The text in bertiniInput_trackingOptions is to achieve
# tighter convergence tolerance for the endgame.
FinalTol: 1e-12;
For additional illustrative examples see [3]. These cover a range of topics: economics (Nash
equilibria [5]), machine learning (deep linear networks [4]), and statistics (maximum likelihood
estimation [9]).
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